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Overview

How do you feel about the post modernist movement? 
Do you agree with the post modernist era? Where do 
you think design would be if the post modernist era of 
designers never existed?!

In this presentation you will learn about one of the learn 
about how an publisher by the name of Ralph Ginzburg 
and a graphic designer/typograher Herb Lubalin, and 
what three publications did to influence and contributed 
to the unique designs of 1960s and 1970s. You can say 
that  Ralph Ginzburg’s and Herb Lubalin’s controversial 
publications sparked a new wave of culture and design. 



Dynamic Duo
Herb Lubalin x Ralph Ginzburg

Herb Lubalin: 

American graphic designer and 
typographer. 

Ralph Ginzburg:

American author, publisher and 
photojournalist. 



The 1960s:
Counterculture

Counterculture is a term derived from the 1960s to describe the new unique 
generation. Counterculture developed around 1964 to 1972. This culture coincided 
with the american involvement in Vietnam, womens rights, and new sexual values 
emerging. Hippies were a large part of the counterculture classification. 

“Take the sixties psychedelic movement, for exampled was born in a small 
community  that shared proclivities for sex, drugs, and anarchic behavior...
Kindred visual artist, musicians and designers developed means of expression that 
helped define the culture’s distinct characteristics.”
   ~Steven Heller, “The Underground Mainstream”,2008

The counterculture was all about questioning the social norms just like the 
designers of the era. Similarly to the post modernist era that came after the 
1960s. 



EROS
Herb Lubalin x Ralph Ginzburg

“EROS” was the first publication Lubalin and Ginzburg worked on. The publication 
made its debut January 1st 1962. This publication was hardcover and had 4 
issues come out in 1962. EROS is known to be the most controversial of the 2 
other publications Ralph Ginzburg and Herb Lubalin worked on. This was an erotic 
magazine about sex and love. The publication was deemed inappropriate and 
pornographic due to the lack of nudity seen in media during the early 1960s. 

“Pornography, once bane of puritan society, is used by the advertising industry 
for edgy allure. Despite the occasional salvos by morality-in-media groups, all 
manner of publicly taboo sexuality appears in magazines and on billboards. 
Popular tolerances have increased to a level where shock in any realm is hard to 
come by”. 
   ~Steven Heller, “The Underground Mainstream”,2008

Ralph Ginzburg was indicted for this publication and went to jail in 1963. 
According to “EROS Unbound” by Ralph Ginzburg he states that the House of 
Representatives states that the EROS publication was “part of an international 
communist plot” 



EROS Spring 
Volume 1, Number 1 
1962



EROS Summer 
Volume 1, Number 2 
1962



EROS 
Volume 1, Number 3 
1962



EROS 
Volume 1, Number 4
1962



FACT:
Herb Lubalin x Ralph Ginzburg

Fact; was created shortly after EROS and Ralph Ginzburg was put in jail due to 
federal obscenity laws. Fact; was created in 1964, just like EROS the publication was 
deemed controversial. However the controversy and noise behind this publication 
wasn’t about the pornographic content, but more scientific and grounded personal 
experiences. The magazine was rational, tough minded and progressive. The 
magazine was sued by presidential candidate at the time Barry Goldwater because of 
the 5th issue release in October of 1964. 

“Communication trumps function” 
   ~Robert Venturi “Learning from Las Vegas”

From just looking at the over of the publication the typography instantly catches your 
attention. The word “fact:” in bold serif type forces the viewer to look at the word, 
and then look at the information under it. Because you see the colon next to the word 
fact you automatically assume there is something to follow.  



fact: 
Volume 1, Issue 5
1964



fact:
Volume 1, Issue 6
1964

fact:
Volume 2, Issue 5 
1965



AVANT GARDE
Herb Lubalin x Ralph Ginzburg

“AVANT GARDE” was the most influential  of the three publications designed by 
Lubalin and published by Ginzburg. The publications first issue came out in 1968 and 
would last till 1971. The publication had around 14 publications, and was known to 
be exciting, edgy, vibrant and playful. “AVANT GARDE” combined elements of “EROS” 
and “fact”. 

“He took Futura and gave style to  handful of letters. It was brilliant.”
    ~Ralph Ginzburg

Said by Ralph Ginzburg himself that the magazine was “dedicated to the future”.

Aside from the magazine in its entirety being a notable, the typeface of the logo 
“AVANT GARDE” is legendary! The font used for the logo was Futura. 



AVANT GARDE
Volume 1 
1968



AVANT GARDE
Volume 5 
1968



AVANT GARDE
Volume 11 
1970



AVANT GARDE
Volume 10 
1970



AVANT GARDE
Volume 14 (Last Volume)
1971
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THE END... 


